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Abstract: Indoor navigation has become more important these days due to the current situation
worldwide in the aftermath of the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, posing an unparalleled
threat amounting to a humanitarian crisis on a global scale. Indoor navigation employs a variety of
technologies, including Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and RFID. Support for these technologies requires accurate
information and appropriate processing and modeling to help and direct users of the optimal route
to desired destinations and to monitor crowd density in order to maintain social distancing. This
research will present a semantic indoor ontology model for indoor navigation and the reduction of
human density in indoor space to ensure social distancing and prevent transmission. The proposed
system is based on semantic representations of the components of navigation paths which, in turn,
enable reasoning functionality. Despite the system’s complexity, the evaluation revealed that it
functions well.

Keywords: semantic model; routing algorithm; indoor space ontology; spatial databases; indoor
navigation

1. Introduction

People use GPS receivers on their smartphones to navigate while driving. However,
human movement from one place to another is not limited to outdoor spaces; therefore,
there is a need for indoor navigation technology, which GPS may not be able to provide.
Indeed, approximately 90% of human activities take place in an indoor environment [1].

A number of technologies specializing in indoor navigation, including positional tech-
niques, have been developed over the past decade, with many researchers still working in
this field. The outcomes of the latest indoor localization techniques are promising and can
provide information to a variety of context-aware and location-based resources [2–4]. Tra-
ditionally, airport, museum, and shopping mall visitor localization services and equipment
location detection services serve as examples of such services.

With the improvements of current indoor positioning devices such as RFID, Bluetooth,
and Wi-Fi [5–7], data structures in indoor spaces have become critical foundations for a
variety of applications. The development of an indoor positioning solution requires the
creation of maps based on indoor floor plans, successful positioning techniques, algorithms,
and the establishment of suitable facilities inside buildings, or other areas of localization.

Indoor navigation has become more important these days since the outbreak of the
Covid-19 pandemic, which has quickly become a humanitarian issue on an unprecedented
global scale. The virus continues to spread throughout nations, placing huge pressure
on health systems in the fight to save lives. Companies and researchers worldwide are
looking for ways to solve the problems associated with this virus and to stem the increasing
crisis [8,9].

Technology cannot totally prevent the spread of the pandemic, but it can inform, alert,
and encourage those on the ground and those who need to be aware of the situation to take
measures that can help reduce the spread of infection. Indoor navigation systems can play
a critical role in helping to curb this pandemic and future outbreaks. The indoor navigation
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system can inform and direct users of the optimal route to desired destinations and can
monitor crowd density to ensure social distancing, see Figure 1.

Cafe

Figure 1. Monitoring crowd density to ensure social distancing and direct users using indoor
navigation system.

In an indoor environment, the complexity of some buildings poses many challenges
in terms of finding a route due to closed corridors, multiple floors, locked rooms, or other
structural features. The captured indoor data requires proper processing and modeling.
The design of ontology is fundamental for indoor searching, as it can increase search
efficiency and provide the position of the object with greater accuracy. This research
will present a semantic indoor ontology model to facilitate indoor navigation and reduce
human density in indoor space to maintain social distancing and reduce the transmission
of infection.

The proposed system is based on semantic representations of the components of
navigation paths, which, in turn, enable reasoning functionality. Thus, we have established
an indoor navigation ontology that fits both the route searching and the presentation tasks
of the navigation system and monitoring of crowd density to maintain social distancing.
This research paper addresses the following questions:
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- How to represent the complex indoor environment for pedestrians and conduct
routing based on semantic representations?

- What are the functions needed to build a semantic indoor routing algorithm and
monitor crowd density in indoor space?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents overview of semantic
web modeling languages. Section 3 reviews the current state-of-the-art approaches of
related works and studies that demonstrate the ontology that has been applied to the
indoor navigation research. Section 4 presents the semantic indoor navigation architecture.
Section 5 presents the experiment conducted to test the semantic-linked data ontologies
for indoor navigation system in response to Covid-19. Section 6 concludes the paper and
suggests recommendations for future study.

2. Semantic Web

The semantic web is a vision of the web of linked data in which data are given well-
defined meaning, providing logical connections of terms. It is used in this study to design
a semantic-linked data ontology for an indoor navigation system. The main elements of
semantic web technology are [10–14] as follows:

- Resource Description Framework (RDF): a powerful triple-based representation
language for Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs).

- RDF Schema (RDFS): a key Semantic Web technology providing data modeling and
structured vocabularies for RDF data.

- Web Ontology Language (OWL): a type of knowledge representation languages
which provides greater expressivity of objects and relations when describing domain
knowledge.

- SPARQL: RDF query language for carrying out queries in data [15].

The semantic web’s most important component is ontology. It organizes objects, data,
as well as their attributes and relationships, within a domain of knowledge. In other words,
the most popular definition of ontology is that it is data structure that efficiently describes
a model of semantic representation and reasoning about structured knowledge of reality.

Definition 1. An ontology-structured is a 4-tuple (C, is_a, P, d), where C is a set of concepts
(c1, c2, . . ., cn | ci ∈ C), is_a is a partial order relation on C, P is a set of property names and d:
P(ci × cj) describes how concepts are related.

In ontology, the term ‘concept’ refers to an abstract group, set, or series of objects
that represent individuals (instances) in the discourse domain. A property can be further
described as an “object property or data property”, which expresses relationships between
two concepts in each domain. A data property describes the relationship between an actual
concept and the literal meaning, while object property describes the relationship between
entities (instances) of two concepts [14,16,17]. Figure 2 shows the conceptual components
of semantic DL ontology.
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3. State-of-the-Art

This section presents the review of related literature and studies that have applied
ontology to indoor navigation research. The problem of organizing and sharing information
in indoor navigation can be solved effectively using an ontology-based semantic model.
The primary aim of using ontology for indoor navigation is to provide a semantic definition
of particular events that occur within indoor environments.

Ontology has been applied to indoor navigation research such as IndoorGML [18].
IndoorGML provides a standard data model for modeling indoor spatial information.
Dudas et al. [19] present ONALIN, an ontology and algorithm for indoor routing that
takes into account the ADA (American Disability Act) requirements, among other items.
Anagnostopoulos et al. [20] proposed a hybrid modeling technique named OntoNav
which comprises semantic information for user navigation and an ontological framework
for handling routing requests. Scholz and Schabus [21] developed an indoor navigation
ontology to enable autonomous navigation in the indoor space for the movement of
products in a manufacturing environment. Geodint [22] applied the traditional shortest
path algorithm in a derived graph model for navigation. Wang et al. [23] proposed an
ontology for representing a semantic location in indoor navigation models. Sriharee [24]
developed an indoor navigation system based on OWL-defined symbolic knowledge. Lee
et al. [25] proposed a location-based service that focuses on indoor activities at a university,
using ontology-based semantic queries.

The main difference in our model compared to the mentioned related work is the use
of semantic query languages, reasoning, and new ontology design and implementation
for the computation of optimal routes. The traditional map navigation service primarily
focuses on the route to a single destination, such as shortest path, which is more concerned
with the given starting and ending points. However, in order to monitor crowd density to
ensure social distancing and reduce the transmission of disease, there is the need to design
and implement a new specialized ontology route algorithm for indoor spaces.
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4. Semantic Indoor Navigation Architecture

The semantic indoor navigation architecture is comprised of several building blocks
as shown in Figure 3. The architecture has three main components: semantic navigation
service, semantic schema path selection service, and density rules service. The proposed
architecture’s components are detailed as follows.
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Figure 3. Semantic indoor navigation architecture.

4.1. Semantic Navigation Service

This service is the main interface between the user and the system. It receives a user
request for navigation and responds with the optimal paths. Considering the usability of
indoor location-based services, the semantic navigation service is applied in a two-step
process. First, the user writes a query to get to a specific room in the building. The semantic
reasoner receives an input query. The query is parsed to identify the destination room.
Subsequently, the user’s current position is also calculated and displayed on a mobile app.

Definition 2. Given destination room v and user-mobile-node u that presents the user location,
navigation service forwards: (u, v)

map→ SPS:Schema Path Service.

4.2. Semantic Schema Path Selection Service

This service presents the semantic indoor navigation ontology knowledge base, which
provides the main functionality of our proposed system and is responsible for the selection
of the best traversable navigation path for the user. In this service, there is a need to
consider complex indoor space information such as multiple floors in the building, users’
indoor position, and routes to find the optimal route for users inside a building. Figure 4
depicts the architecture of the semantic knowledge base for the indoor navigation system
described in this section. It gives the definitions of ontologies and shows how they relate
to each other to provide support for all facets of navigation. The framework architecture
of the semantic knowledge base employs three types of domain-specific ontologies: route
indoor space ontology, location ontology, and the user’s indoor positioning ontology.
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Figure 4. Semantic knowledge base for the indoor navigation system.

4.2.1. Route Indoor Space Ontology

As the indoor space becomes complex, the semantic partition of the data model for
indoor space should efficiently support complex features of indoor space. Figure 5 shows
the taxonomy of indoor space ontology. The taxonomy of indoor space ontology includes
two main concepts: indoor zone and connector. The indoor zone defines the main subclass
which comprises the room and the floor to which it belongs in order to demonstrate the
part-whole hierarchy of floors in buildings. The connector class represents the connection
between the indoor zone and a different floor of the building. The connector has three
primary subclasses: horizontal passage, vertical passage, and virtual gateways.

- Horizontal passages are connecting corridors on the same floor such as doors that
separate zones (i.e., rooms) with small physical extensions on the same floor.

- Vertical passages are connection between corridors on different floors. Elevators, es-
calators, and stairs are examples of vertical passages and are distinguished according
to their characteristics (e.g., accessibility).

- Virtual gateways are joined corridors that are not separated by doors.

The route indoor space ontology is utilized to define the way a user navigates from a
starting location to the destination.

Definition 3. The Route output in ontology will be applied using a route container to describe
group of things, Route_container Rci = (u, ci1. . .cin, li, v) where

- u is determined from the user’s current zone location.
- ci1. . .cin represents the connection points that will be drawn from user to destination on the

same floor.
- li represents the connection point to connect to other floor levels.
- v represents the destination zone.

We illustrate the route container by an example which is shown in Figure 6.
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4.2.2. Location Ontology

The location model shows location, direction, real-world topology, and moving objects
(e.g., users carrying location-aware mobile devices). In the location ontology model, we
can obtain rich location semantics of the indoor space and make the location information
possible to understand. Location ontology is designed to identify the location of users in
the indoor space.

4.2.3. Users Indoor Positioning Ontology

The last location and time where and when, respectively, the users were active are
determined from the ontology. Sensors detecting Bluetooth and Wi-Fi units have been
successfully used and applied for indoor positioning as they collect information and
determine the current location of the user’s mobile device. The ontology is designed using
concepts: “time_position” and “location”, and uses some of the existing ontology. In
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particular, OWL time ontology is used to express the time information such as temporal
unit and temporal entities [26].

Definition 4 (Indoor Positioning). An indoor position of users, IPui = pti represents sequence
of triple points, pti = (ui, ti, li), where ui is a user’s mobile identifier; ti is the time that pti was
collected; and li = (loi, lai, zi) corresponds to the longitude, latitude, and zone, respectively, of the
user at time ti.

More precisely, smartphone sensors on the user’s mobile can be linked to devices
deployed nearby such as Wi-Fi or Bluetooth beacon to get the current user location mea-
surements and compute the user positioning information by using device location and
direct signal strength measured by the device signal receiver. The information on the users
indoor positioning can be stored as a semantic triple store.

4.3. Density Rules Service

When there are many people in an enclosed indoor space, this can increase the threat
of Covid-19 infection spreading from one person to another. The density rule service is
applied to limit the number of users gathering in an indoor zone at the same time. The
density limitation can be specified by manual entries on the basis of human decisions and
indoor zone size. The density rule service limits users’ access to specific indoor zones based
on the updated semantic density database which is used to store information about the last
location of the users or when they were last active.

In order to motivate our scientific work, in the following, we give an example of a
scenario where a user wants to access a particular room. In this case, if the user wants
to access indoor zone ‘R6’ in the building, and the density rule stipulates no more than 4
users per zone, the optimal route to access zone ‘R6’ will be selected based on route and
zone density. If all routes and destination zones have a density of more than 4, then the
system sends the alert alarm “wait for 3 minutes and try again”. Otherwise, optimal routes
to zone ‘R6’ will be selected. Figure 7 illustrates the node and link concepts of the ontology.
Semantic indoor navigation can be summarized as the pseudocode shown in Algorithm
1. Semantic indoor path selection is shown in Algorithm 2. Furthermore, the density rule
service is shown in Algorithm 3.
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Figure 7. Example of nodes and links. Class nodes are red and instance nodes are green in color.
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Algorithm 1 Semantic indoor navigation pseudocode.
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Algorithm 1 Semantic Indoor navigation pseudo-code
Input: u: user’s current zone location,

v:destination zone
Output: Optimal Path OP
Method:

1: Semantic Query Q Syntactic Analysis;
2: Parses Q to identify v;

3: (u, v)
map→ SPS (Semantic Path Selection);

4: OP[] = ∅ //OP[i] = Rci;
5: Begin;
6: function PATHSELECTION(u, v)
7: OP[] = PathSelection(u, v);
8: end function
9: P = OP[];

10: Function DensityService(P);
11: End;

Algorithm 2 Semantic indoor Path Selection

1: function PATHSELECTION(u, v)
2: fu= floor_level(u) // current user location floor;
3: fv= floor_level(v) // destination zone floor;
4: for i=1 to n do
5: if fu == fv then
6: Compute traversable paths between two points as;
7: OP[i] = (u, ci1. . .cin, v); // ci : connection points;
8: i++;
9: else

10: Compute traversable paths from u to the nearest exit floor to v;
11: OP[i] = (u, ci1. . .cin, li,. . ., v);
12: i++;
13: end if
14: end for
15: PS = OP[];
16: Return RS;
17: end function

5. Validation Experiments and Analysis

The results of this testing and analysis process will reveal how well the system performs.
There is one aspect that we will focus on in this experiment and that is the execution
time. To assess the performance of the proposed semantic-linked data model for indoor
navigation system, the experiment was run on a 64-bit Windows 10 Enterprise machine
with an Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB of RAM. The semantic indoor navigation system
was implemented in Java and the Jena framework was used to handle the semantic ontology
files. This paper does not cover the implementation of a mobile app.

In this experiment, we generated a virtual dataset for both the indoor space ontology
which is a hypothetical two-floor building and generated semantic users’ indoor ontology.
We assume the indoor positioning node devices are stationary and their positions are
known. We also assume the users’ mobile nodes (moving object instances) that present
positioning location of users’ nodes are stored in semantic database.

The initial goal of our experimental effort has been to demonstrate the performance of
the proposed semantic-linked data model for the indoor navigation system. We conducted
several tests based on the following two parameters.

- Impact of number of moving object instances in building on system performance.

Algorithm 2 Semantic indoor Path Selection.
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Algorithm 2 Semantic indoor Path Selection

1: function PATHSELECTION(u, v)
2: fu= floor_level(u) // current user location floor;
3: fv= floor_level(v) // destination zone floor;
4: for i=1 to n do
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6: Compute traversable paths between two points as;
7: OP[i] = (u, ci1. . .cin, v); // ci : connection points;
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10: Compute traversable paths from u to the nearest exit floor to v;
11: OP[i] = (u, ci1. . .cin, li,. . ., v);
12: i++;
13: end if
14: end for
15: PS = OP[];
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5. Validation Experiments and Analysis

The results of this testing and analysis process will reveal how well the system performs.
There is one aspect that we will focus on in this experiment and that is the execution
time. To assess the performance of the proposed semantic-linked data model for indoor
navigation system, the experiment was run on a 64-bit Windows 10 Enterprise machine
with an Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB of RAM. The semantic indoor navigation system
was implemented in Java and the Jena framework was used to handle the semantic ontology
files. This paper does not cover the implementation of a mobile app.

In this experiment, we generated a virtual dataset for both the indoor space ontology
which is a hypothetical two-floor building and generated semantic users’ indoor ontology.
We assume the indoor positioning node devices are stationary and their positions are
known. We also assume the users’ mobile nodes (moving object instances) that present
positioning location of users’ nodes are stored in semantic database.

The initial goal of our experimental effort has been to demonstrate the performance of
the proposed semantic-linked data model for the indoor navigation system. We conducted
several tests based on the following two parameters.

- Impact of number of moving object instances in building on system performance.

Algorithm 3 Density rule.
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Algorithm 3 Density rule

1: function DENSITYSERVICE(P)
2: Define Density limitation = lm;
3: for each ci in Pi do
4: if cilm < lm then
5: Check v: destination zone
6: if vlm < lm then
7: Return Pi;
8: else
9: Return alarm message to user mobile;

10: end if
11: else if
12: then Check another path density in Pi++;
13: Repeat step 3-10;
14: else
15: Return alarm message;
16: end if
17: end for
18: end function

- The costs of the semantic routing on the same or different floors.

Results and Discussion: First, we investigate the impact of increased the moving object
instances on system performance. Figure 8 shows the average response time and shows
that when the number of moving objects increases, the response time of the semantic-linked
data ontologies for indoor navigation system increases slightly. These results indicate the
response time obtained by the semantic reasoner, the routing algorithm, and the density
rules algorithm.

Furthermore, we measure the semantic routing costs for the proposed method, taking
into account the number of nodes expanded (in the same or different floors). Figure 9
shows the response time of the semantic routing that evaluates the path search based on
the distance between the reference and target objects. These experiments demonstrate the
costs incurred by the semantic routing in terms of total execution time due to the number
of nodes expanded.

Although the results reported in this article provide acceptable performance, we are
aware that the experiment can be improved which will form the basis of our future research.
We developed a semantic indoor navigation ontology that suits both the route searching
and presentation tasks of the navigation system and crowd density monitoring to ensure
social distancing. The proposed system is currently in its development phase, and we aim
to evaluate its effectiveness and performance through its real-world deployment. Thus,
future work on real-world experiments will be used to improve this framework for practical
application. Also, we aim to investigate positioning error and positioning accuracy of
routing.
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The results of this testing and analysis process will reveal how well the system per-
forms. There is one aspect that we will focus on in this experiment and that is the execution
time. To assess the performance of the proposed semantic-linked data model for indoor
navigation system, the experiment was run on a 64-bit Windows 10 Enterprise machine
with an Intel Core i7 processor and 16 GB of RAM. The semantic indoor navigation sys-
tem was implemented in Java and the Jena framework was used to handle the semantic
ontology files. This paper does not cover the implementation of a mobile app.

In this experiment, we generated a virtual dataset for both the indoor space ontology
which is a hypothetical two-floor building and generated semantic users’ indoor ontology.
We assume the indoor positioning node devices are stationary and their positions are
known. We also assume the users’ mobile nodes (moving object instances) that present
positioning location of users’ nodes are stored in semantic database.

The initial goal of our experimental effort has been to demonstrate the performance of
the proposed semantic-linked data model for the indoor navigation system. We conducted
several tests based on the following two parameters.

- Impact of number of moving object instances in building on system performance.
- The costs of the semantic routing on the same or different floors.

Results and Discussion: First, we investigate the impact of increased the moving object
instances on system performance. Figure 8 shows the average response time and shows that
when the number of moving objects increases, the response time of the semantic-linked data
ontologies for indoor navigation system increases slightly. These results indicate the response
time obtained by the semantic reasoner, the routing algorithm, and the density rules algorithm.

Furthermore, we measure the semantic routing costs for the proposed method, taking
into account the number of nodes expanded (in the same or different floors). Figure 9 shows
the response time of the semantic routing that evaluates the path search based on the distance
between the reference and target objects. These experiments demonstrate the costs incurred by
the semantic routing in terms of total execution time due to the number of nodes expanded.

Although the results reported in this article provide acceptable performance, we are aware
that the experiment can be improved which will form the basis of our future research. We
developed a semantic indoor navigation ontology that suits both the route searching and
presentation tasks of the navigation system and crowd density monitoring to ensure social
distancing. The proposed system is currently in its development phase, and we aim to evaluate
its effectiveness and performance through its real-world deployment. Thus, future work
on real-world experiments will be used to improve this framework for practical application.
Furthermore, we aim to investigate positioning error and positioning accuracy of routing.

Figure 8. Impact of number of moving objects in building on system performance.
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Figure 9. Performance of the semantic routing in four cases based on the distance between the
reference and target objects.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we developed semantic-linked data ontologies for indoor navigation
systems. The proposed system suits both the navigation system’s route searching and
presentation tasks, as well as providing crowd density monitoring to preserve social
distance. It can play a critical role in helping to curb this pandemic and future outbreaks by
informing, alerting, and encouraging those on the ground and those who need to be aware
of the situation, thus reducing significantly the incidence of transmission. From a functional
perspective, the semantic indoor navigation architecture consists of three main components:
semantic navigation service for representing the interface between the user and the system,
semantic schema path selection service for representing the complex indoor environment
based on semantic representations, and density rules service for monitoring crowd density
in indoor space. With the help of the proposed semantic-linked data ontologies for indoor
navigation systems, users can find the place in a building easily without having to come
into contact with anyone which would impede the spread of the Covid-19 virus.

Future work will improve the experiment detailed in this research and obtain results
for larger data size. Furthermore, future work on actual experiments is intended to expand
this framework for practical use. In addition, there are several challenges that need to be
addressed. We intend to evaluate the impact on the proposed system of privacy protection
and security issues.
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